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University of Waterloo 
Department of English 

ENGL109: Introduction to Academic Writing 
Section 009 & Section 025 

Winter 2018 
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in HH 336  11:30 am – 12:50 pm 

in HH 336 

 

     
 

Instructor Information 
 

Instructor:   Michael Lesiuk 
Office:    PAS 1284  (tip: use the map I post on LEARN) 
Office Hours:   Tues & Thurs 10:00 am – 11:00 am (or by appointment) 

Email:    mlesiuk@uwaterloo.ca 
 

Textbook  
 

None! All readings should be on LEARN or available as web links. 
 

Summary  
 

In this workshop you will develop your abilities as a writer. To do this, you will practice writing in a 
variety of genres, and you will use a variety of strategies designed to help you discover ideas, organize 
and arrange those ideas, and then communicate them effectively and persuasively.  

Although our focus will technically be on academic communication, you will discover that 
“academic communication” does not have to be dry and boring. It can be simple and riveting. 
Sometimes it can use stories, anecdotes, or metaphors. As we’ll learn, the rhetorical effectiveness of 
these things depend on genre and audience. Indeed, you will learn to adapt your writing to a variety 
of different situations and different audiences, because this is a useful, marketable and powerful skill 
to have.  

The official learning outcomes for this course are as follows: 

• To help you to think critically and communicate effectively; 

• To learn and practice a variety of strategies for inventing, drafting, and editing texts; 

• To learn and practice writing in a variety of academic genres; 

• To learn to read critically; 

• To learn to write persuasively by effectively employing elements of formal argumentation; 

• To help you give and receive useful feedback on writing for the purposes of revision; 

• To learn and practice communicating to a variety of academic audiences. 
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In less official terms, and to give you an idea of what to expect, here are some of the things you 
can learn in ENGL109: 
 

• You will learn strategies to persuade teachers to give you better marks (!).  

• You will learn how to produce shitty first drafts, experiment, and try new things.  

• You will learn ancient writing structures that you are free to use, borrow, or discard.  

• You will learn some of the weird writing habits of famous writers, living and dead. 

• You will learn the persuasive strategies of ancient Greek rhetoricians and sleazy Internet 
marketers. 

• You will learn how writers produce 4,000 words in a single hour (hint: these are only for first 
drafts). 

• You will learn some research strategies that work across genres and disciplines (and some 
that don’t).  

• You will learn to read like a writer. 

• You will learn to give feedback that is helpful and critical, yet makes the writer feel awesome. 
Likewise, you will learn strategies to prevent untactful critical feedback ruining your day. 

 

Standards of Written Work 
 

This is a university-level writing course, so the university expects you to be comfortable with the 
basic mechanics of writing. You should be able to understand and use proper grammar, punctuation 
and syntax. Keep in mind this does not mean you need to be able to cite or talk about obscure 
grammar or usage rules; this just means that you are comfortable putting together sentences using 
English. If you need extra help with these mechanics, it is your responsibility to come to office hours, 
or to make an appointment with me, or to visit the university’s writing centre.  
 

Accommodations 
 

Every student with a permanent or temporary disability has the right to UW’s AccessAbility 
Services, located on the first floor of the Needles Hall extension (1401). This is true for every class you 
take at this university. The AccessAbility office collaborates with all departments to arrange 
accommodations, but you must register for these services to take advantage of them. Please visit 
https://uwaterloo.ca/accessability-services for more information on how to do this. 

 
If you feel anxiety about participation or speaking in public, please speak with me and we can 

discuss accommodations that work well. (You’re not alone.) These usually involve alternative forms of 
participation, and/or weekly goals to increase your participation. It is your responsibility to do this 
before Thursday, September 14. Failure to participate in class without having spoken with me 
beforehand will result in grade deductions. 

 
Mental Health 

 

Human beings need support systems. I, and the rest of the faculty and staff in Arts, encourage 
you to seek out mental health support if you need it. The university has a variety of on-campus services 
and support systems you can use, and there are also off-campus options. The faculty of arts has a 
page with links, phone numbers and a bunch more information, here: https://uwaterloo.ca/arts/get-
mental-health-support-when-you-need-it. 
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Classroom Etiquette 
 

Civility: No student should ever be teased, or made to feel small, embarrassed, self-conscious, or 
unsafe. Since workshopping and feedback are such important elements of the class, we will discuss 
how to give critical feedback in a way that’s productive and helpful. We’ll also discuss how to receive 
critical feedback—because sometimes very helpful, very useful feedback is hard to accept, even 
though doing so will make you a better writer and help you grow. 
 
Technology: No cell phones. Turn them completely off, please, as one of the first things you do when 
you step into class. This doesn’t mean “turn on vibrate.” It means turn the phone off. Having a phone 
on or texting in class puts you in danger of losing a lot of participation marks. I’ll allow laptops, but 
here, too, you can lose participation marks if you’re not using it for work. (One idea: Just turn off wifi, 
or use an app like “Self-Control” to turn off your access to the Internet for the duration of class time.)  

 
Please Bring With You… 
 

Hard Copies of Assignments: When I ask you to bring work to class, I mean print off hard copies and 
bring them with you. Digital copies won’t count. Several times this term you’ll need to print off four 
hard copies for in-class workshopping.  
 
Cheap Notebook: Bring a cheap notebook with you. Loose-leaf paper is fine, if that’s your thing. 
 
Pens and Pencils: Bring pens and pencils with you.  
 
Note: You must bring pens and paper with you to every class. Although I’m allowing you to bring your 
laptops, you will also be doing some writing with old-fashioned pens and paper. Depending on the 
situation, there are cognitive benefits to doing so, and you’ll learn about them. 

  
Major Assignments & Grade Breakdown 
 

  Length Due Grade Value 

Major Writing 
Assignments 

Portfolio 
 

Literacy Narrative  1,200 – 1,800 words 
January 25th  

(Thursday) 
20% 

(final-for-Now) 

70% 
Close Analysis Essay 1,200 – 1,800 words 

February 15th  
(Thursday) 

20% 
(final-for-Now) 

Argument Essay 1,400 – 2,000 words 

March 30th 
(Friday at 11:59 pm) 

25% 
   & Annotated Bibliography At least 4 sources 

Short Retrospective  
+ optional revisions ~500 words 5% 

Short Homework Assignments (X 5)  10% 

Participation  20% 

 
We’ll talk about all of this as the term progresses, but to clarify some of the above, let me briefly 

go over how the term will play out. 
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In January, for Unit 1, we’ll work on the Literacy Narrative. You’ll produce a rough draft to 
workshop in class, and then a week later you’ll hand in a revised version, on January 25th, and it will 
receive a “final-for-now” grade, with comments to help you with revision.  

In Unit 2 we’ll then turn to the Close Analysis Essay, and this will take up a good chunk of 
February.  As before, you’ll bring in a rough draft to workshop in class, then you’ll hand it in just before 
Reading Week, on February 15th. Your Analysis Essay will also receive a temporary “final-for-now” grade 
and comments.  

In Unit 3, we’ll work on the Annotated Bibliography and the research-based Argument Essay. 
These two assignments work together. You’ll bring in your sources, your annotated bibliography, 
drafts of your essay, and then towards the end of term you’ll hand in your argument essay with your 
annotated bibliography attached to it, along with a quick Short Retrospective, and any of the 
revisions you want to hand in. 

The only caveat to handing in revised versions of your Literacy Narrative and your Close Analysis 
is that for each one, you must include a short explanation (just 150-300 words) of what you’re hoping 
to accomplish with your revisions. You won’t be graded on this explanation. I ask you to include this 
explanation because, first, it forces you to pause, and to take a step back from your writing and 
actually think about what you’re hoping to accomplish, and second, it helps me give you more useful 
feedback.  

For now, here are the main grading criteria for all the assignments in the writing portfolio: 
 

A+       >95% 
A           89% 
A-        <83% 

Excellent portfolios demonstrate originality and rhetorical sophistication. The writing in the portfolio shows an 
outstanding understanding of genre, audience and purpose. The final drafts demonstrate smart, strategic revisions 
that improve the quality of the work. The portfolio also takes risks—and those risks work. 

B+       >78% 
B           75% 
B-        <72% 

Strong portfolios contain writing that does a good job of meeting the rhetorical requirements of the 
assignments. There is a solid understanding of genre, audience, and purpose. The final drafts demonstrate good 
revisions that improve the quality of the work, such that no major revisions are required. The portfolio either 
doesn’t take many risks, or takes risks that don’t work. 

C+       >68% 
C           65% 
C-        <62% 

Satisfactory portfolios meet the basic requirements of the assignments and their rhetorical situation(s), but they 
could probably benefit from further revision, and perhaps a better understanding of genre, audience, and purpose. 
This is still university-level work, but it could be better.  

D+       >58% 
D           55% 
D-        <52% 

Weak portfolios do not fully meet the requirements of the assignments and their rhetorical situation(s). They 
need a lot of revision. The writing shows some misunderstandings about the genres, audiences, and purposes of 
the assignments.  

F+       >46% 
F           38% 
F-        _32% 

An F means there is something really wrong with this portfolio. This is unacceptable work. Maybe it’s missing an 
entire assignment, or one or more of the assignments are not even coming close to meeting the basic 
requirements of the rhetorical situation. Failing to submit one of the major assignments will also make it almost 
impossible to earn anything higher than an F. 

 
When I mark your final portfolios, you will not get a lot of comments about the first two 

assignments, because I’ll comment more on the portfolio and the revisions as a whole, as well as your 
progress as a writer. In other words, since you won’t be revising things any further by that point, I’ll 
comment on things that will help you as a writer in future courses. 

 

Late Penalties 
 

Please note that there is a 5% per day late penalty for missing any of the assignment deadlines. 
This will be firm, because organization and productivity are a part of this course. Yes, this late penalty 
will apply to the “final-for-now” due dates for the assignments. Those are important. Similarly, if you 
miss a rough draft deadline for one of the in-class workshops, you will lose marks off your 
participation grade. Please note: A late penalty cannot be removed via the end-of-term revisions. 
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Standards of Participation 
 

Participation is a key element in this course, and every student is expected to participate.  
 

I have designed things so that if you do the work and the readings, you show up to class, and you 
actively engage in the discussions and honestly offer your thoughts (while being open to the ideas of 
your peers!), you will get an A. 

 

I will take attendance, but everyone gets two “gimmes,” with no questions asked. Keep in mind, 
however, that you’re expected to use these only if you’re sick or a true emergency comes up. Of 
course, I am a human being, so if something comes up and you’re worried, just talk to me. We’ll figure 
it out.  

 

Here are the grading criteria for participation: 
 

A+       >95% 

A       89% 
A-        <83% 

A means excellent participation. This means coming to every class on time, being totally engaged in the 
discussions and often adding new, helpful ideas and insight. It means offering new perspectives and 
amazing help during our peer review workshops. It means you’ve not only consistently “done” the 
readings; you’ve come to class prepared with interesting things to say about those readings. An A+ means 
you consistently made this course better for you, your peers and me.  

B+       >78% 

B       75% 
B-        <72% 

Strong participation earns a B. This is good, solid work. It means coming to every class, being organized, 
and consistently joining in on the discussion. You had all the readings done. You provided good, tactful 
advice during the peer review workshops.  

C+       >68% 
C       65% 
C-        <62% 

Satisfactory participation earns a C. It means providing decent advice to your peers in all the workshops. 
It means having the readings done, but maybe not having much to say. You often join in on the discussion, 
but maybe not always. 

D+       >58% 

D       55% 
D-        <52% 

Weak participation earns a D. This usually means coming to class… but not really being prepared some or 
a lot of the time. When I throw questions to the class, you might tend to avoid eye contact or shuffle your 
feet a bit. You miss an extra class or two. You don’t quite have things ready on time for the peer review 
workshops. Maybe your comments for the workshops were unhelpful, or they weren’t tactful. Or you 
missed it entirely.  

F+       >46% 
F       38% 
F-        _32% 

An F means your participation was not acceptable, and not at a university standard. You missed classes. 
You handed things in late. You were unhelpful or mean to your peers during workshops, or—more likely—
you were a bit disruptive and distracting, often leading productive discussions and group work astray. 
Missing more than two classes over and above the “gimmes,” without talking to me, puts you in 
danger of failing the participation grade. 

 
First-year students tend to look at these standards and think they are quite high. In a sense, they 

are. But here’s the thing: I am not exaggerating when I say I have yet to meet a student who was 
incapable of earning an A+ in participation. All the standards you see here are the way they are 
because you are capable of meeting them. 

 

Consistency is the name of the game, but there’s a weird hidden trick to consistency: it’s way easier 
than you think, and being consistent somehow makes everything else easier too. If you come to class, 
pay attention, and participate actively in the discussions, you’ll pick up on all sorts of tiny insights and 
reminders about the assignments, about when the due dates are, and what the expectations are for 
this or that part of the syllabus. You’re always checking in on what’s important. Guess what? You’re 
more organized. It’s easy to get it all done on time. When you turn to any of the readings, it’s easier to 
start forming your own opinions about them, because you’re relating them to what happened in class. 
When you come back in to class, you’ve got things to say, and you form even more connections about 
what you’re learning. Things just get easier from there, like a domino effect. 
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Schedule  
of Readings and Assignments 

 
Please note: This schedule is subject to slight changes for readings.  

 

Week 1 

 Thursday – Jan 4 

Welcome and Course Introduction 

Introduce ourselves! Go over the syllabus and our expectations. 
 

Homework for next class:  
• Read Lamott, “Shitty First Drafts” 
• Read Pressfield, The War of Art excerpts. 
• Complete “Tell Me About Yourself” Homework Assignment #1 

Week 2 

Tuesday - Jan 9 

Discuss Lamott and Pressfield. Learn about your Literacy 
Narrative assignment and “narratives” more generally. 

 

Homework for next class:  
• Read Pequeno, “Check. Mate?”  model literacy narrative 
• Read Macrorie “The Poison Fish” excerpts 
• Read Fairclough Discourse and Power excerpts 

Thursday – Jan 11 

Discuss Macrorie and Fairclough 

Look at Pequeno model (what does it do well? what can we learn?) 

 

 
Homework for next class:  
• Read Sedaris, “Me Talk Pretty One Day”  

Week 3 

Tuesday – Jan 16 

Discuss and analyze Sedaris as sample literacy narrative. 

 
 

Homework for next class:  
• Finish rough draft of your own Literacy Narrative!  

Thursday – Jan 18 
 

Peer Review Workshop – Literacy Narrative 
(bring FOUR hard copies + put a copy in LEARN Dropbox) 

 

Homework for next class:  
• Read King On Writing excerpt  
• Read Sommer “Responding to Student Writing” excerpt 

Week 4 

Tuesday – Jan 23 

Discuss King and Sommer.  

Editing and revising and rewriting. What are they?  

 
Homework for next class:  
• Finish your Literacy Narrative! 

• Read Sellnow “Expanding the Rhetorical Tradition.” (Come to class 
knowing what the five canons of rhetoric are.) 

Thursday – Jan 25 
 

Literacy Narrative “final-for-now” DUE today 
(put final-for-now version in LEARN Dropbox) 

 

What is rhetoric? Discuss Sellnow and rhetorical analysis.  

 
Homework for next class:  

• Read Barthes, Mythologies excerpts 

Week 5 

Tuesday – Jan 30 

 
Discuss Barthes. WTF is a “myth”? Myth analysis of a pop cultural 
text. 

 

 
Homework for next class:  
• Read Lunsford, Everything Is An Argument excerpts 
• Read Tolentino, “The Repressive, Authoritarian Soul of Thomas the Tank 

Engine” 

Thursday – Feb 1 

 
Discuss Lunsford. Is everything really an argument? Can we 
find the argument in various pop cultural texts? Look at 
Tolentino and reverse outline her claims.  

 
Homework for next class:  
• Read Acheson, Writing Essays About Literature excerpt 
• Sign up for one-on-one conference with Mike. 
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Week 6 

Tuesday – Feb 6 

No class – One-on-One Writing Conferences 
Check the sign-up page! 

 
Reminder:  
• You might start on some of the readings for the upcoming weeks during 

this time. (At least glance at them and get a sense of what’s coming.)  

Thursday – Feb 8 

No class – One-on-One Writing Conferences 
Check the sign-up page! 

 
Reminder:  
• Finish rough draft of your Close Analysis for Tuesday. 

Week 7 

Tuesday – Feb 13 

Peer Review Workshop – Close Analysis 
(bring FOUR hard copies + put a copy in LEARN Dropbox) 

 
Homework for next class:  
• Finish your Close Analysis! 

Thursday – Feb 15 

Close Analysis “final-for-now” DUE today 
(put final-for-now version in LEARN Dropbox) 

 

Discuss how the Close Analysis went. Write an honest, in-class 
Reflective Memo. Briefly transition to discussing the Argument 
assignment we’ll be looking at after Reading Week. 
 

Reminder: Homework Assignment #2, the “Pomodoro Challenge,” is due the 
Friday before Reading Week at 11:59 p.m. 

READING WEEK 

  

Pssst…. there is homework for next class:  
 

• Read Thompson, “Social Networking Social Good?” 
• Read Wilson, “In Defense of the iGeneration” 
• Read Casso, “Worth the Lie” 
•  Read arguments handout and start thinking about your final argument 

essay. (Nothing is set in stone, but do start thinking about it.) 
 

Week 8 

Tuesday – Feb 27 

Discuss the arguments we read.  

What makes a good argument? We learn all about claims, 
premises, and hidden assumptions—oh my! Discussion of what 
makes a good source for an argument. 

 
Homework for next class: 
• Read Midgley, “The Selfish Metaphor” 
• Read Lakoff and Johnson, The Metaphors We Live By excerpt 
• Have a source or two with you for next class. It does not need to be peer-

reviewed. 

Thursday – Mar 1 

Researching, analyzing and summarizing sources effectively. 

 

 

 

 

 
Homework for next class: 
• Find 2-4 more sources to have with you at the next class. 

Week 9 

Tuesday – Mar 6 

Discuss Annotated Bibliographies. What to include, what not to 
include, and tips for making them actually work. Summarizing 
our research in real-time. 

Thursday – Mar 8 

Peer Review Workshop 
Annotated Bibliography (+Argument Ideas) 

(bring FOUR hard copies + put a copy in LEARN Dropbox) 
 

Homework for next class: 
• Read Smith Sell With a Story excerpts 
• Read Heath Made to Stick excerpts 

…and prep a unique elevator pitch for next class. 

Week 10 

Tuesday – Mar 13 

Informal Oral Presentations: 

“Your Research Elevator Pitch” 

Thursday – Mar 15 

Peer Review Workshop – Research Essay 
(bring FOUR hard copies+ put a copy in LEARN Dropbox) 
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Week 11 

Tuesday – Mar 20 

No class – Writing Conferences 

Check the sign-up page. 

 

Thursday – Mar 22 

No class – Writing Conferences 

Check the sign-up page. 

 
Homework for next class: 
• Read Murray, “Teach the Motivating Force of Revision”  

Week 12 

Tuesday – Mar 27 

 

Discuss Murray and revisions. Look at past assignments 
strategically and think about last-minute changes we want to 
make.  

 

Thursday – Mar 29 

Wrap Up and Celebration 

A look back over the term, and you give me feedback. 

 

Argument Essay + Annotated Bibliography 
Short Retrospective + Optional Revisions  

are due FRIDAY at 11:59 p.m. 
 (Use LEARN Dropbox.) 

 

Academic Integrity 
 

Academic Integrity: In order to maintain a culture of academic integrity, members of the University of 
Waterloo are expected to promote honesty, trust, fairness, respect and responsibility. See the 
UWaterloo Academic Integrity webpage and the Arts Academic Integrity webpage for more 
information.  
 

Discipline: A student is expected to know what constitutes academic integrity, to avoid committing 
academic offences, and to take responsibility for his/her actions. A student who is unsure whether an 
action constitutes an offence, or who needs help in learning how to avoid offences (e.g., plagiarism, 
cheating) or about “rules” for group work/collaboration should seek guidance from the course 
professor, academic advisor, or the Undergraduate Associate Dean. When misconduct has been 
found to have occurred, disciplinary penalties will be imposed under Policy 71 – Student Discipline. 
For information on categories of offenses and types of penalties, students should refer to Policy 71 - 
Student Discipline. For typical penalties check Guidelines for the Assessment of Penalties. 
 

Grievance: A student who believes that a decision affecting some aspect of his/her university life has 
been unfair or unreasonable may have grounds for initiating a grievance. Read Policy 70 - Student 
Petitions and Grievances, Section 4. When in doubt, please be certain to contact the department’s 
administrative assistant who will provide further assistance. 
 

Appeals: A decision made or penalty imposed under Policy 70 - Student Petitions and Grievances 
(other than a petition) or Policy 71 - Student Discipline may be appealed if there is a ground. A student 
who believes he/she has a ground for an appeal should refer to Policy 72 - Student Appeals. 

 
Territorial Acknowledgement 

 

We acknowledge that we are living and working on the traditional territory of the Attawandaron 
(also known as Neutral), Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee peoples. The University of Waterloo is 
situated on the Haldimand Tract, the land promised to the Six Nations that includes six miles on each 
side of the Grand River. 
  


